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Lingle Vetoes Bill to Study
Marijuana Issues
On Monday, July 6, Linda Lingle vetoed Senate Bill 1058,
which called on the legislature to study “issues relating to medical
marijuana patients and current medical cannabis laws.”
SB 1058 called for the formation of a legislative task force to:
(1) Examine current state statutes, state administrative rules,
and county policies/ procedures relating to the medical marijuana;
(2) Examine all issues and obstacles that qualifying patients
have encountered with the medical marijuana program;
(3) Examine all issue and obstacles that state and county law
enforcement agencies have encountered with medical marijuana;
In her veto address, Gov. Lingle alleged — laughably — that the mere act of
examining the medical marijuana laws of Hawaii violates federal anti-drug laws.
I am returning herewith, without my approval, Senate Bill No. 1058. … This
bill establishes the medical cannabis task force which is unnecessary because it
would attempt to deal with issues raised by medical marijuana users that can only
be addressed by circumventing federal law, declared Lingle.
Lingle, who is herself a felon usurping the office of Hawaii Governor, now
would have us believe that just gathering feedback from patients and local law
enforcement regarding the state’s nearly ten-year-old medical marijuana program
somehow violates federal law. It’s an absurd position and Lingle knows it.
Of course, the true motive behind Lingle’s veto— and the similar actions of
her fellow prohibitionists — is to silence any sort of public or political debate surrounding America’s failed marijuana policies. Prohibitionists will use any means
necessary to stifle honest, open debate because they know that they have no legitimate basis to defend marijuana prohibition. Their ardent refusal to even discuss
the issue — and their strong arm tactics to intimidate others from discussing it as
well — confirm this fact.
This was the same motivation behind President Obama’s decision to ‘laugh
off’ the issue of marijuana law reform during his online town hall back in March.
Silencing free speech was also the driving force behind the actions of members of
Congress who earlier this year threatened to withhold funding from the city of El
Paso, Texas, if they so much as dared to hold an “honest, open national debate”
regarding US drug policy. And surely this was the motivating force behind a
South Dakota Judge’s decision this week to bar longtime NORML advocate Bob
Newland from engaging in any public advocacy of marijuana law reform for one
year. Bob Newland had been leading the petition drive to place a medical marijuana initiative on the 2010 state ballot in South Dakota. Judge Delaney’s decision
isn’t simply limiting Mr. Newland’s constitutional rights to free speech, it’s also
potentially limiting the voting rights of all South Dakotans.
U.S. Supreme Court gave tacit support to the legality of Hawaii medical marijuana
law in a recent case that was cited by George Peabody in an eviction case
“My investigation represents 12 months of careful study, painstaking research,
currently
before judge Barclay MacDonald. Here is the legal interpretation.
detailed analysis, source verification and logical deduction.”—Albert Pastore.
Hawaii
State Medical Marijuana Regulations Are NOT
The only logical conclusion is that the 9-11 attacks, the anthrax murders, the
Prempted
by Federal Prohibition DEA Law
Bali bombing, the African embassy bombings and numerous foiled terror plots
Op/ed
report by George Peabody
were plannee, orchestrated, financed, executed, and covered up by the forces of
The U.S. Supreme Court has left in place a state appeals court ruling [case
international Zionism. This is the only scenario into which the many pieces of the
#08-887 San Diego v. NORML] holding that the state's medical marijuana laws
9-11 puzzle snap snugly together to reveal a clear image; compare this to the gov- "do not pose a significant impediment" to the federal Controlled Substances Act
ernment official story of 9-11 which is unsupportable, unverifieable, and false as it because that law is designed to "combat recreational drug use, not to regulate a
claims that some Saudi caveman and his “network” of Arab video game pilots state's medical practices."
managed to elude US investigators and pull off the most sophisticated intelligence
Contrary to the pro-supercedence position of Drug Warriors like Linda Lingle
operation in world history. Unfortunately many will erronously call this book anti- and MPD et al that a state’s medical marijuana program violates federal law under
Semitic conspiracy theory without even reading it because all the evidence verified the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution, the trial court concluded
points to Zionist-jews and NeoCons in U.S. government as the perpetrators.
that title 21 United States Code section 903 was intended to preserve all state laws
If you can free your mind from Zionist bondage and face the ugly truths pre- with few exceptions, and that a state’s medical marijuana regulations were not presented in this short document, and share these facts with others, read this book and empted because they did not mandate conduct violating the intent of the fed law.
take action immediately against Bush, Cheny, Israel leaders, Mossad. If not, then
The intent of Congress when it enacted the CSA is the touchstone of analysis:
go back to your Zionist controlled TV news and video fantasy, and pretend the hor- When Congress legislates in a field which the States have traditionally occupied,
ror of 9-11 perpetrated by international Zionism doesn’t exist.
e.g., medical practices, we know that the historic police powers of the States were
not to be superseded by any Federal Act unless that was the clear and manifest purpose of Congress’s legislation that is supposed to protect the rights of the
by George Peabody for The MAN
Sovereign People, and Constitutionally constrain federal government agents.
$2.55 billion in Foreign Military Financing (FMF) for Israel, which would be
While any petition for redress depends upon the opinion of an attorney who
a 9% increase over actual spending in FY2007. This proposed increase is the first is acting as a judge and thereby regulates all attornies, then the petition is flawed
installment of a ten-year agreement between the United States and Israel, signed in and every client is thereby crippled, judge MacDonald in Kaunakakai recently corAugust 2007, to increase military aid to Israel by 25%, totaling $30 billion by rectly stated that Gloria Molica is not engaging in criminal activity as a Hawaii
FY2018. Israel uses weapons purchased through USA to enforce its illegal 40- licensed medical marijuana user. Then he ordered Hale Pumehana Mgr. Manaba
year military occupation and siege of the Palestinian West Bank, East Jerusalem, to submit a memorandum by July 28 to justify Molica’s medical marijuana use as
a violation of the drug related criminal activity clause.
and Gaza Strip and to commit human rights violations against Palestinians.

The True Story of 9/11/01

Oppose US Military Aid to Israeli-Zionists
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Los Vegas Class Reunions
Aloha! Please run the following article in the Molokai Advertiser
Newspaper (MAN). We appreciate it if you could run it in several issues.
Mahalo!

LAS VEGAS REUNION
MHS Classes 1958, 1960 through 1969
October 2-4, 2009
Calling all alumnus of Molokai High School classes of 1958 and 1960
through 1969.
The 2007 reunion was such a "hit" that another multi-class reunion is
planned for the weekend of October 2-4, 2009 in Las Vegas. This year five classes have been invited to participate. The Oahu planning committee is seeking a
representative from the 1966, 1967 and 1969 classes. Please contact Roger
Batara at <mailto:champ5@hawaii.rr.com>champ5@hawaii.rr.com or Allen
Diorec at <mailto:aldiorec@hotmail.com>aldiorec@hotmail.com if your class
plans to participate. Some of the activities planned for this year's reunion include
golf, bowling, and slot tournaments, and a fabulous banquet at "The Orleans".
Come and rekindle friendship!! Come and enjoy the fun!!

Judicial TREASON and censorship in SD
sentencing on 4oz marijuana case
Dear Judge John J. Delaney:
(O) 394-2571 (H) 341-4003
The sentence you pronounced against Bob Newland
Probation conditions are a clear & belligerent violation of
his 1st amendment rights, the kind we see all the time in
communist regimes. You Mr. Delaney need to be removed
from the bench immediately because you turned a blind
eye to the protections introduced by the medicinal marijuana laws because you ar married to the concept marijuana should be illegal in all cases, you were motivated by
your political beliefs about marijuana, not by the law, and with that you violate the
Constitution for the united States of America as a traitor making war on American
Citizens like Newland, and you should be prosecuted for your treason.
In February, the Obama Administration made it clear that medicinal marijuana users are not a priority for federal law enforcement agencies when Attorney
General Eric Holder announced that the Justice Department would no longer prosecute medicinal marijuana cases in federal court, but your local goon squads get a
thrill out of arresting and prosecuting Newland and violating the Constitution.
Shame on you all, and you fascists should be prosecuted and sent to prison.
George Peabody editor for the Molokai Advertiser-News
http://www.MolokaiAdvertiserNews.com

Censorship and TREASON in South Dakota -- Marijuana
Activist Silenced By Judge Delaney as Condition of Probation
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Stop War on Drugs 2009
Every day that goes by, 4,000 people are arrested for drug offenses, the vast
majority of them minor, and half a million nonviolent drug offenders languish in
the staggering number of prisons and jails the fascist Police State American government has very unwisely built. Obama promised to stop it! WELL.......??
It's time to stop this senseless tragedy and shocking injustice.
Stop the drug war -- visit http://stopthedrugwar.org/donate to donate to
StoptheDrugWar.org today. Thank you!

Tree Trimming-recyclechips eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate
We also do rock busting, appliance repair,
house painting and repairs, hauling.
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For most of this decade, Bob Newland has been the voice of marijuana law
reform in South Dakota. The photographer and Black Hills resident has organized
Hempfests, lobbied for reform legislation in the state capitol, relentlessly crisscrossed the state from the Black Hills to the Sioux Valley, and organized medical
marijuana petition drives. He is the director of South Dakota NORML and founder
of South Dakotans for Safe Access. As a marijuana reform activist, Newland has
been unstoppable -- until now.
Bob Newland was arrested earlier this year after for carrying slightly under
four ounces of marijuana on what his lawyer described as a "mission of mercy."
Originally charged with possession with intent to distribute, the veteran activist
accepted a plea bargain and pleaded guilty to possession of under a half-pound of
marijuana, an offense that carries a sentence of up to two years in prison.
On Monday, Newland appeared in court in Rapid City to learn his fate. Judge
John Delaney sentenced Newland to one year in jail, furthermore, while one year
probation, Newland must not exercise his First Amendment right to advocate for
marijuana law reform in South Dakota.
WHAT THE HELL>>>>>>!!
According to the Rapid City Journal, which had a reporter in the courtroom,
Judge Delaney said "You are not going to take a position as a public figure who
got a light sentence," Delaney warned Newland before talking about how juvenile
courts are packed with kids who have drug problems. "Ninety-five percent are
using pot," Delaney said.
The no free speech probation condition raised ire and eyebrows not only in
South Dakota, but across the land,
to faroff Hawaii [see
http://www.MolokaiAdvertiserNews.com ]. Concerns are being expressed not
only by drug reformers and civil libertarians, but also by legal scholars.
"Surrendering our First Amendment rights cannot be a condition of probation," said Allen Hopper, litigation director for the ACLU Drug Law Reform
Project. "The Constitution clearly protects the right to advocate for political change
without fear of criminal consequence. Bob Newland is just the latest victim of a
baseless drug policy that continues to clog our prisons and trample our rights."
Chris Hedges, professor of law at the University of South Dakota: "People
ought to be able to argue that the law should be changed, but now he can't do that.
We always have to be concerned when someone's speech is infringed," she said.
It was precisely Newland's role as the face of marijuana reform in the SD that
riled judge Douglas [ he recognized he had the state's leading marijuana rights
advocate in front of him] to impose the unConstitutional and censorious probation
that Newland can't talk to anybody about this case or the treasonous Drug War.
"It's appalling," said Bruce Mirken, communications director for the
Marijuana Policy Project. "I can't imagine any reason why anyone should, as part
of a criminal sentence, be barred from arguing that the law he was arrested on is
wrong and should be changed. This is profoundly troubling. Whatever you think
of the individual or the law, we do have something called the First Amendment,
and it should apply to Mr. Newland as well as anyone else. "
Newland himself was surprised at the probation condition. In what may be his
last words on the subject -- he told the Chronicle he feared the "negative effects"
of challenging it. He doesn't want to get thrown in jail for even longer than he will
already have to be locked up. Obviously Newland is unlawfully threatened.
"This seems to me to be a quite unusual sentence provision, of a sort I have
never encountered in all my years of activism and watching other people get sentenced for illegal substances. It certainly plays at the edges of suppression of
speech of the sort we expect to see in totalitarian countries," he said. "Judge
Delaney wanted to make a statement with the sentence, and he surely did. If I were
inclined to fight the provision, the immediate negative effects on my life would
almost certainly outweigh any gain I could accomplish. Therefore, I must say that
I accept the judge's decision in the same light that I accept all the other provisions
of the sentence. If this statement so far hasn't taken me over the boundaries of taking a 'public role' in reform advocacy, I'd probably better wait a year to add to it."
But Newland may not be silenced just yet. Those words were written
Wednesday, before the ACLU Drug Law Reform Project had a chance to discuss
the issue with him. That organization is definitely interested in pursuing the case.
If Newland wants to move forward with challenging the no free speech provision,
drug reform groups will stand with him, said St. Pierre and Mirken.
"Drug policy reform groups have an immediate interest in this case," said St.
Pierre. "It sets a terrible precedent and is such an aberration to be told what political subjects you can talk about. The right to exercise political speech is the fulcrum this will turn on." [ Enforce the Bill of Rights ]
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US Supreme Court-Fascists Consider
“Reasonable” gun bans?

Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

"We have staked the whole of all our political institutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-government, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

By the end of the year we will know whether the nation's so called “Highest
Court” consisting of 9 inferior justices/attornies/politicians of the U.S. Supreme
Court will translate the 2nd Amendment right to keep and bear arms as being the
a privilege and power of bureaucrats in the D.C. gun ban case of D.C. v. Heller,
which argued that any gun ban -- no matter how sweeping -- could be constitutional if some court determines that it is "reasonable."
If the Supreme Court were to accept the Solicitor General's line of argument,
D.C.'s categorical gun ban of virtually all self-defense firearms could well be
found to be constitutional, even if attornies in high offices acting as judges, say
that the Second Amendment protects 'individual' rights."
The Solicitor General's suggestion that comprehensive gun bans are constitutional if some court determines they are "reasonable" was enthusiastically
greeted by anti-gun zealots --Brady et al which praised Hawaii’s anti gun rights
laws, probably because it represents the lowest standard of constitutional review.
Thus, in contrast to other provisions in the Bill of Rights, which can only be
trumped by 'compelling state interests,' the Second Amendment would be relegated to an inferior position at the lowest rung of the constitutional ladder, should
the Justice Department prevail.
A national ban on all firearms -- including hunting rifles -- could be 'constitutional,' even if the Supreme Court decides -- on ample historical evidence -- that
the Founders intended the Second Amendment as an individual right.
Rather than argue that 'shall not be infringed' is a categorical prohibition on
government gun-banning, the administration has chosen to align itself with those
who do not believe in self defense or civilian gun ownership.
I do not believe that the justices created by the Judiciary Act represent the
ONE SUPREME COURT existing at the signing of the Constitution for the
United States of America. If they are granted the jurisdiction to decide the meaning of the SUPREME LAW they will undoubtedly make themselves gods determining the fate of inferior beings.
How could anybody be happy about submitting the future of the republic to
nine withered politicians purporting to sit as attorneys under the fantasy that they
are the personification of the one supreme Court that existed before the
Constitution for the united States of America was signed?
If the People grant the cabal of U.S. Supreme Court justices jurisdiction to
change the Constitution for the United States of America the majority will decide
that only police and military will have guns legally, and that "petition for redress"
is the privilege of trusting your fate to attorneys and elected officials since NO
ATTORNEY is going to admit that REPUBLICAN FORM OF GOVERNMENT
is the right of the CITIZENS to make law.
WE are the USA as opposed to the fascist Zionists Lingle et al who control
it in the name of false government under color of law. Huka wai i ke pili !!

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)
The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.
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Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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FLU Pandemic Level Raised to Level 6 !
WAIT! There IS NO Pandemic !!?
Its a Field Day for Vaccine Makers of H1N1 Vaccine
Hawaii State [Lingle] and the US government is aiding and abetting a longterm and well-orchestrated health assault on its people in the form of dangerous,
uninsurable vaccinations for a declared pandemic that does NOT exist, unless
unleashed by military labs. But they want volunteers?? The Hawaii State
Department of Health is looking for volunteers to participate in a preparedness
exercise of our ability to rapidly dispense medication to large numbers of people,
we need about 500 volunteers to play the role of the general public coming to a dispensing site to pickup medication for their family and others. Volunteers will
receive a complimentary lunch. Call 587-6580 or email to bt@doh.hawaii.gov.

Fly George’s
Aviation
CHARTER AIR
SERVICE
1-866-834-2120

Mahalo Molokai for your SUPPORT !

Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pen Pal Wanted

Please send me mail from Hawaii or
anywhere in world to my prison. I
have two years more before release.
Ronald Kalani Akina
1250 East Arica Road
Eloy, Arizona 85231 KA56

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $525

1. United Nations can take control of every country in a Pandemic
2. State and Federal Laws allow choice of forced vaccination or incarceration
in prisons or camps.
3. Unsafe, untested and unnecessary weaponized vaccines are being produced
against a non-existant threat at a global cost of trillions of dollars - and who knows
how many lives?

The vaccine related dangers are legion and, despite the propaganda to the contrary, not one of them has ever been proven safe or effective. They have all been
proven wildly profitable sold to the doctor’s office or health care system for administration of these toxic and ineffective injections; and, at the wildly profitable for
on-going treatment for diseases induced by the impact of both the vaccine’s active
materials and the astoundingly toxic adjuvants, preservatives and other compounds
included in the vaccine shot.
The list of vaccine related conditions and diseases far exceeds just the tragedy
of vaccine induced autism. It extends to - and beyond ~Leukemia, now a common disease in both children and adults because of the
leukemia virus contamination known and tolerated for decades by the FDA
~Neurological damage (for example, epilepsy caused by the totally unnecessary Rotovirus vaccination recently added to the CDC’s Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices (ACIP), whose recommendations are increasingly being
mandated by State governments and “Autism Spectrum Disorders”, Hyperactivity,
Learning Disabilities and “Juvenile ALS”, a brand new disorder invented to
explain why girls and women are dying after Gardasil vaccination “against” HPV)
Appliances for Sale
~Asthma and pneumonia
clean 30” gas stove w/oven...$300
~Chronic Fatigue
good refrigerator propane.......$600
~Fibromyalgia
Bosh propane waterheater....$400
~Genital Warts and Herpes following vaccination with Gardasil
new-80 gal elect water heater...$400
make offer for two near new 50 gal
~Guillian Barre Syndrome (post vaccination polio)
electric water heaters
~Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia (five times as likely in persons who have
Call George Peabody 558 8253
been
vaccinated “against” flu)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~Lupus, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Multiple Sclerosis and others
Attend College Online
~The disease against which the vaccination was supposedly given e.g., Yellow
from Home. *Medical, *Business,
*Paralegal, *Computers, *Criminal Fever vaccine causes Yellow Fever in a significant number of people vaccinated.
Justice. Job placement assistance.
~Death — thousands and thousands of deaths. In fact, one might call vacciComputer available. Financial Aid if nation part of the “Josef Mengele School of Medicine”.
qualified. Call 866-858-2121
TheFederal Trade Commission should prohibit all advertising which states or
www.CenturaOnline.com
implies
that vaccines are either safe, effective or both, since neither is true of any
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
vaccine:
none has ever been proven safe or effective. Vaccines are, in fact, so dan$600 Weekly Potential $$$
Helping the Government,
gerous that they are a totally uninsurable risk.
PT. No Experience. No Selling.
The madness MUST stop before it reaps its deadly havoc. We are the force
Call 1-888-213-5225 Ad Code: H15
that MUST stop it. If you have never understood the dangers before, if you have
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
TREE TRIM & chipping Eastend convinced yourself that others could take care of the problem, if you have harbored
Tree removal and Trimming
fantasies that Big Pharma, the UN and your own government would really not do
Chip cuttings into valuable mulch
for your garden or to supress weeds. you any harm, now would be a good time to wake up from that comfortable, but
quite groundless dream.
call 558 8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I promise you that if we do not, in our millions, demand the right to self quarantine instead of injection of this FLU vaccine or being marched off to a FEMA
camp or State Prison, unbelievable numbers of us will fall ill and die - not from
this clearly weaponized virus (even if it is re-engineered to make it a more successful killer than it has been so far) but from the vaccines and the social chaos
which results from the marshal law and containment tactics that Lingle’s police
state complicit with her fascists-neocon-Zionists in DC will use against us.

Dependable, Friendly
and affordable
Call toll free:

● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED

The only dangers in this absurd
"Pandemic" are the political dangers:

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2008-2009
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!

Call George Peabody: 558-8253

